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Abstract—This paper describes active fault-tolerant control systems for a high-performance induction-motor drive that propels
an electrical vehicle (EV) or a hybrid one (HEV). The proposed
systems adaptively reorganize themselves in the event of sensor
loss or sensor recovery to sustain the best control performance,
given the complement of remaining sensors. Moreover, the developed systems take into account the controller-transition smoothness, in terms of speed and torque transients. The two proposed
fault-tolerant control strategies have been simulated on a 4-kW
induction-motor drive, and speed and torque responses have been
carried to evaluate the consistency and the performance of the
proposed approaches. Simulation results, in terms of speed and
torque responses, show the global effectiveness of the proposed
approaches, particularly the one based on modern and intelligent
control techniques in terms of speed and torque smoothness.
Index Terms—Automotive application, fault-tolerant control,
induction-motor drive.

I. I NTRODUCTION

S

EVERAL failures can afflict electrical-motor drives, and
many different remedial techniques have been proposed.
Therefore, far, redundant, or conservative design has been
used in industrial applications, where continuity of operations is a key feature. This is especially important in highimpact automotive applications, such as electrical vehicles
(EVs) and hybrid EVs (HEVs), where the drive system must
feature, among others, high reliability and robustness for various vehicle-operating conditions. Because even limp-back
operation is preferred over no operation, the remedial techniques may lead to short-torque transients and even to permanently reduced drive performance after fault, on the condition
that the drive still goes running.
This paper describes an active fault-tolerant control system
for a high-performance induction-motor drive that propels an
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EV or an HEV. The proposed system adaptively reorganizes
itself in the event of sensor loss or sensor recovery to sustain the
best control performance, given the complement of remaining
sensors. Moreover, the developed system takes into account
the controller-transition smoothness, in terms of speed and
torque transients. The first approach proposed is concerned
with conventional control techniques [1]. In this case, four
control strategies are used to achieve fault-tolerance: indirect
vector control (IVC), sensorless vector control (SVC), sensorless scalar control (SSC), and Volts/Hertz open-loop control.
The second approach is concerned with modern and intelligent
control techniques [2]. Two control techniques have been chosen to illustrate the fault-tolerance consistency: sliding mode
for encoder-based control and fuzzy logics (fuzzy voltage-boost
control) for sensorless control. In this second case, the systemcontrol reorganization is managed by a fuzzy-decision system
that assures smooth transition from a controller to another one.
Simulation tests, in terms of speed and torque responses,
have been carried out on the same 4-kW induction-motor drive
to compare the consistency of the two fault-tolerant control
approaches.
II. EV AND HEV D RIVES C ONTROL
Automotive-application drives such as in EV and HEV
have some major requirements that are summarized as follows
[3], [4]:
1) high instant power and high power density;
2) high torque at low speeds for starting and climbing, as
well as high power at high speed for cruising;
3) very wide speed range including constant-torque and
constant-power regions;
4) fast torque response;
5) high efficiency over wide speed and torque ranges;
6) high efficiency for regenerative braking;
7) high reliability and robustness for various vehicleoperating conditions; and
8) reasonable cost.
The main requirement that is related to the electricpropulsion control is the ability to operate at constant power
over a wide speed range, good overload performance, and high
efficiency, especially at light-load operation at higher speeds
(Fig. 1). These characteristics allow the best utilization of the
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Fig. 1. HEV typical characteristics: (a) Tractive effort versus speed. (b) Electric traction.

limited battery capacity (extension of the running-distance-perbattery charge) and the minimization of the size and the weight
of the motor and the drive.
Cage induction motors are widely accepted as the most
potential candidate for the electric propulsion of EVs and
HEVs due to their reliability, ruggedness, low maintenance, low
cost, and ability to operate in hostile environments. They are
particularly well suited for the rigors of industrial and tractiondrive environments [5]. Today, induction-motor drive is the
most mature technology of all commutatorless motor drives.
Moreover, the cage induction motor seems to be the candidate
that best fulfils the major requirements of automotive electric
traction [6].
Induction-motor drives control techniques are well treated
in the literature [7]. The most popular is the so-called scalarcontrol method. This technique allows great performances only
in steady state, because precise control of the instantaneous
torque is not possible. The vector-control technique is now
used for high-impact automotive applications (EV and HEV).
In this case, the torque control is extended to transient states
and allows better dynamic performances [8]–[14].
Depending upon the application and availability of sensors
and the desired performance of the system, there are many
hybrid schemes that could be combined for fault-tolerant purposes [9], [14]. However, conventional linear control such as
proportional integral derivative (PID) can no longer satisfy
the stringent requirements placed on high-performance EVs or
HEVs. In recent years, many modern control strategies such as
model-referencing adaptive control (MRAC), self-tuning control (STC), sliding-mode control (SMC), fuzzy control (FC),
and neural-network control (NNC) have been proposed [15].
Both MRAC and STC have been successfully applied to EV
propulsion [16]. Using sliding mode, SMC has also been applied to motor drives [17]–[19]. By employing emerging tech-

nologies of fuzzy and neural networks to achieve the concept of
intelligent controllers, NNC [20]–[22] and FC [23]–[28] have
promising applications to EV and HEV propulsion. However,
either fuzzy-logic control or artificial neural network has its
own drawbacks, which cannot be avoided and neglected. A
simple fuzzy controller implemented in the motor drive-speed
control has a narrow speed operation and needs much manual
adjusting by trial and error, if high performance is wanted.
On the other hand, it is extremely tough to create a series
of training data for neural networks that can handle all the
operating modes. Neuro-FC, which have advantages of both FC
and NNC are, therefore, adopted in some cases for inductionmotor control [29], [30].
The need of a good management of the onboard energy calls
for efficiency-optimization control techniques. Indeed, it should
be noted that classical induction-motor control techniques, such
as vector control, are not sufficient to achieve this goal. Therefore, control techniques that maximize the induction-motor
efficiency are highly desirable for the fault-tolerant controller
[8], [22], [29], [31]–[35].
III. F AULT -T OLERANT C ONTROL ?
A. Deﬁnition
The concept of a fault-tolerant drive system is that it will
continue to operate in a satisfactory manner after sustaining a
fault. The term satisfactory implies a minimum level of performance after the fault and will, therefore, be heavily influenced
by system requirements [36], [37].
B. Brief Review
Many efforts have recently been devoted to study faulttolerant control systems, for instance, control systems able to
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detect incipient faults in sensors and/or actuators on the one
hand and, on the other, to promptly adapt the control law in
such a way as to preserve prespecified performances in terms of
quality of the production, safety, etc. The need for these faulttolerant systems has inspired much research for the particular
case of standard three-phase induction motors [38]–[43]. The
majority of these contributions have been focused on faults
in the drive-motor system. Where previous industrial attempts
were focused on the actual drive, the current trend is to include
sensors and application-fault modes [44], [45]. Indeed, the
overall performance of induction-motor drives with a feedback
structure depends not only on the health of the motor itself but
also on the performance of the driving circuits and sensors: the
encoder, voltage sensors, and current sensors.
For induction-motor-drive fault tolerance, two control approaches have been investigated. In the first one, resilient
control (also known as accommodation) of the drive system
is adopted while retaining the same basic control strategy. In
this case, the controller adapts its properties to regulate the
motor output as desired by the drive system even under faults
conditions [38], [46]. In the second approach, as described in
[47], the control system tolerates the faults by changing the
control algorithm. In this way, the drive system gives degraded
performance, depending on the faults.
Fig. 2. Some details of the electric propulsion in case of a parallel HEV.

C. Automotive Case
Electric propulsion is to interface electric supply with vehicle
wheels, transferring energy in either direction as required, with
high efficiency, under control of the driver at all times. From
the functional point of view, an electric-propulsion system can
be divided into two parts—electrical and mechanical. The electrical part includes the motor, power converter, and electronic
controller. On the other hand, the mechanical part consists of
the transmission device and wheels, as illustrated by Fig. 2.
Electric propulsion, which is a major-power electronics area,
plays a very important role not only in EVs but also in HEVs.
In this paper, it is considered as the vehicle heart that should be
fault-tolerant.
For EV- and HEV-traction control, fault detection and fault
tolerance are important issues not only for the reliability of the
drive system but also for the proper operation of the vehicle following a fault. Unfortunately, the automotive literature is not so
rich, particularly for vehicles propelled by an induction motor
[47]–[51]. In the following, the compared approaches are based
on a flexible controller architecture (the second fault-tolerant
control approach) that maintains maximum performance in the
event of sensor loss or sensor recovery in the EV or the HEV
electric drive. To achieve this goal, a reorganizing controller
will adopt the best control methodology, depending on the
available feedback and operational hardware. Therefore, the
reorganizing or fault-tolerant controller, whose location is given
in Fig. 3, in case of a parallel HEV, comprises two parts: the
fault-detection and isolation (FDI) block that collects status and
information from sensors to evaluate the system actual state
(e.g., the inverter, the throttle actuator, etc.) and a supervision
block that makes the decision on the best fallback strategy
by engaging the most appropriate control strategy based on a
hierarchical basis.

IV. F AULT -T OLERANT C ONTROL W ITH
C ONVENTIONAL T ECHNIQUES
In order to obtain high-performance motor drives, modern
control strategies like field-oriented control should be employed
[9], [15]. These techniques are inherently dependent on the
measurement devices, or sensors, that should operate properly.
However, when these sensors fail, the control system needs
to compensate for the failure to function properly. This necessitates the backup systems to support the proper operation
of the drive in case of sensor failure. Therefore, the faulttolerant control system first concerns IVC technique, since
better performance is obtained with an encoder to get the speed
information. In the event of unavailability of the speed sensor
(e.g., failures in measurements or in the device), an SVC technique is applied [52]. However, in the high-speed range, angular
delay between the control and the motor frames becomes so
important that instability may occur. Therefore, even if dynamic
performance is reduced, we have to use the closed-loop SSC
that guarantees the stability. Finally, if unfortunately the current
sensors are ineffective, an open-loop V /f law will be used to
avoid complete loss of the process or the engine stopping in an
EV or an HEV.
Fig. 4 shows the proposed flexible architecture for faulttolerant control purposes that maintains maximum performance
and the overall system failure rate at an acceptable level.
A. Controller-Transition Strategy
The control-transition smoothness depends greatly upon the
rotor-flux-angular position in the stator reference frame. In fact,
the flux-angle generator runs in parallel and integrates the motor
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Fig. 3. Schematic block diagram of a hybrid drive train.

the calculated angles for SVC or SSC techniques reveal a slight
difference. However, if a transition strategy is not used, an
important braking torque with probably mechanical damages
will occur. Indeed, this braking torque is a direct consequence
of the phase-shift between the control voltages V that are the
sinusoidal modulating voltages for the pulse-width-modulation
(PWM) signal generation. To obtain a smooth transition, this
should be done when the phase-shift ∆θ is zero or very close
to zero.
In our case, after sensor fault, the control-strategy-decision
block generates a logical variable to select the appropriate
control method. The transition strategy is to authorize controller
switchover when the control voltages are naturally synchronized (∆θ = 0). This will lead to a real smooth transition with
no abrupt change in the torque. Unfortunately, it is very difficult
to get this condition, as illustrated by Fig. 5. This fact has
led us to consider fuzzy logic to set a switchover block with
contribution from two neighbor controllers (Section III).
For comparison purposes, in [47], the transition technique
is to force synchronization between the encoder-based angle
generator and the SVC angle generator by compensating for
their phase difference at the instant of controller switchover.
B. Tests of the Fault-Tolerant Controller
Fig. 4. Overall system structure.

voltage to determine the motor flux. This calculated flux is not
used by the IVC controller, but it is available in the event that a
switchover to the SVC controller is required. Depending on the
control-technique type

θs =

ωs dt

(1)

The proposed fault-tolerant control strategy has been simulated on a 4-kW induction-motor drive, whose ratings are
summarized in the Appendix. The proposed system adaptively
reorganizes itself in the event of mechanical speed and/or
current sensor loss or recovery to sustain the best control
performance.
In Figs. 6 and 7, a set of speed and torque curves show
the controller smooth transitions (∆θ = 0) and abrupt ones
(∆θ = 0). The following event sequences were implemented:
1) At 0.5 s, a disturbance was introduced, in which the
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Fig. 7. Speed response according to controller transitions.

V. F AULT -T OLERANT C ONTROL W ITH M ODERN AND
I NTELLIGENT T ECHNIQUES
In this second approach, the fault-tolerant control system
first concerns the SMC technique since better performance is
obtained with an encoder to get the speed information [53]. In
the event of unavailability of the speed sensor, a sensorless FC
(FVBC) technique is applied [54].
Fig. 8 shows the proposed flexible architecture for faulttolerant control purposes. The fuzzy switchover block (FSB)
consists of a fuzzification operation, a rule base, a database,
and a defuzzification operation.
A. Why the SMC?

Fig. 6.

Torque response according to controller transitions.

speed-sensor pulses were missed (speed-sensor failure). 2) At
1.2 s, the rotor-flux orientation cannot be maintained (e.g.,
access to the rotor-flux angle was lost). Thus, there is the need
for a scalar-control method to guarantee the stability.
As expected and shown in Fig. 6, dynamic performances
have deteriorated. 3) At 1.8 s, current sensors have failed. The
Volts/Hertz control technique is then engaged. It is the last step
in the hierarchical classification of the control strategies for the
induction-motor drive. Although voltage sensors are typically
not used, the application of a desired voltage to the induction
motor without the need for voltage sensors implies that the
inverter-bus voltage is known.
Generally, we observe an oscillatory behavior when the
speed sensor fails. The torque oscillations, for ∆θ = 0, have
a small amplitude with an almost null average and are quickly
damped. On the contrary, when ∆θ = 0, the average torque is
negative leading to a braking torque, which is confirmed by the
speed deceleration illustrated by Fig. 7.

In general, the field-oriented control performance is sensitive
to the deviation of motor parameters, particularly the rotor
time constant. To deal with this problem, there are many
flux measurement and estimation mechanisms in the published
literature [55]. However, flux measurement with Hall sensors
will usually produce the problem of degradation in mechanical robustness and increase cost or volume. Therefore, flux
estimation is a more suitable method for field-oriented control
than direct flux measurement. However, the common problem
is the estimation accuracy and robustness under the possible
occurrence of uncertainties.
SMC is one of the effective nonlinear robust control approaches, since it provides system dynamics with an invariant
property to uncertainties once the system dynamics are controlled in the sliding mode [56].
B. Why FC?
The application of fuzzy-based-control strategies has recently gained enormous recognition as an approach for the
rapid development of effective controllers for nonlinear timevariant systems. Over the years, fuzzy-logic techniques have
been applied to a wide range of systems, with many electronic
control systems in the automotive industry, such as automatic
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and ∆Is at each sampling instant. Its output is the variable SF.
The FSB inputs are defined by

e1 (k) = ∆Ω(k) = Ωref (k) − Ω(k)
(3)
e2 (k) = ∆Is (k) = Is (k) − Is (k − 1)

Fig. 8. Fault-tolerant controller configuration.

transmission, engine control, and antilock-braking systems.
These electronically controlled automotive systems realize superior characteristics through the use of fuzzy-logic-based control, rather than traditional control algorithms [57]. Moreover,
since fuzzy-logic controllers deal with inexactness in a rigorous
manner, they are effective at handling the uncertainties and
nonlinearities associated with complex control systems such as
traction control [58]–[60].
The FVBC controller has been chosen, because it meets
the EVs or HEVs requirement for optimizing (maximizing)
the induction motor efficiency. In fact, the losses are minimized when the motor operates at low frequency and with
rated torque. Moreover, the starting torque is also greatly
improved, increasing the drive capabilities in the low-speed
region [54]. Moreover, the switchover block is, in this second
case, based on fuzzy logic. Indeed, the controller transition that
is a sensitive but complex task is better handled with a fuzzy
approach.
C. Controller-Transition Strategy
The main idea of the FSB is to generate the suitable law Us
in order to compensate for the existing drift between Us−sm and
Us_vf (transition from SMC to FVBC) by providing a short
transition between both controllers. The suitable laws Us can
be written as
U s = f (U s−vf , U s−sm ) = (1 − SF)U s−vf + SFU s−sm

where Is is the stator current and Ω the rotor speed.
Fig. 9(a) and (b) illustrates the fuzzy subsets and the corresponding membership functions describing the normalized
input variables. Fig. 9(c) describes the output variable SF that
modulates the controller voltage between sliding mode and
scalar-control strategies.
2) Fuzzy-Rule Base: Knowledge is extracted in terms of
if–then fuzzy rules. The list of the extracted rules is given in
Table I. The rules are observed to be in agreement with the
system knowledge. They are consistent with our expectations.
Moreover, some of the presented cases are not concerned by
fault-tolerant operation. In this situation, the SMC technique
is selected since it has been proven to offer the best transient
and steady-state performance over the entire speed range. To
be absolutely sure that input variable changes are only due to
encoder anomalies, the FSB is only activated in steady state by
detecting the variation rate of the torque current Isq since the
problem of parameter variations is solved.
D. Tests of the Fault-Tolerant Controller
The proposed fault-tolerant control strategy has been simulated on the same 4-kW induction-motor drive.
In Fig. 10, the mechanical speed-sensor loss in terms of
missing encoder output pulses is plotted. At 1.5 s, no more
information is given to the controller from the speed sensor,
and a second later, the sensor is recovered.
At t = 1.5 s, the rotor speed begins to decrease (Fig. 11).
Therefore, the FSB reconfigures the control from SMC to the
sensorless FVBC. The FVBC then restores the correct system
performance after a short torque transition, as illustrated by
Fig. 12. At t = 2.5 s, the encoder failure is removed. Therefore,
the FSB switches back to the SMC (encoder-based control). A
small torque transition is observed and is clearly related to the
stator-current variation (Fig. 13).
The main function of the FSB [Fig. 14(a)] is to force
synchronization between the encoder-based controller (SMC)
and the sensorless controller (FVBC). It should be noted in
this case that one of the main advantages of fuzzy logic is
the switchover-block ability to get contribution from the two
neighbor controllers, as expected, using (2), and it is shown
by Fig. 14(b), which is a zoom of Fig. 14(a). The output is
not equal to zero or one, thus revealing a contribution of both
controllers.

(2)
VI. C OMPARISON AND C ONCLUDING R EMARKS

where Us_vf is the stator voltage generated by the FVBC, Us−sm
is the stator voltage generated by SMC, and SF is the switching
function.
1) Fuzzy Database: The fuzzy-switchover law has the internal structure of an expert system. It samples error signals ∆Ω

This paper has described active fault-tolerant-control systems
for a high-performance induction-motor drive for automotive
applications (propulsion of EVs or HEVs).
The proposed systems adaptively reorganize themselves in
the event of mechanical speed and/or current sensor loss or
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FSB membership functions. (a) Input variable e1 . (b) Input variable e2 . (c) Output variable SF.
TABLE I
LINGUISTIC RULES FOR THE FSB

Fig. 12. Transitions from SMC to FVBC and back to SMC: Torque.

Fig. 10.
mode.

Transitions from SMC to FVBC and back to SMC: Encoder operation

Fig. 13. Transitions from SMC to FVBC and back to SMC: Stator current.

Fig. 11. Transitions from SMC to FVBC and back to SMC: Rotor speed.

sensor recovery to sustain the best control performance, given
the complement of remaining sensors. The FDI block computes
the actual state from the available measurements, and the supervision one makes the decision on the strategy. Moreover, the
developed systems take into account the controller-transition
smoothness in terms of speed and torque transients. Indeed, a
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A PPENDIX
RATED DATA OF THE SIMULATED INDUCTION MOTOR

R EFERENCES

Fig. 14. Transitions from SMC to FVBC and back to SMC. (a) Switching
function. (b) Zoom.

management technique has been introduced to assure smooth
transition between two control techniques in case of sensor
failures.
The two proposed fault-tolerant control strategies have been
simulated on a 4-kW induction-motor drive. Simulation results,
in terms of speed and torque responses, show the global effectiveness of both approaches, particularly the one based on
modern and intelligent-control techniques.
For the so-called “classical” approach in which a single control strategy is involved, the transition technique is to authorize
controller switchover when the modulation sinusoidal voltages
used to generate the PWM signals are naturally synchronized
(∆θ = 0). This will lead to a real smooth transition with no
abrupt change in the torque. Unfortunately, it is very difficult
to get this condition fulfilled, as illustrated by Fig. 5. This fact
has led us to introduce artificial-intelligence techniques (fuzzy
logic in this case) to set a switchover block with a contribution
from the two neighbor controllers. Moreover, in the case of
no fault-tolerant operation, this fuzzy block has the advantage
of selecting the best controller (control technique) that offers
the best transient and steady-state performance over the entire
speed range.
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